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Enabling strategic information management
during a new implementation of the SAP®
ERP application requires an effective data
migration strategy and methodology to
provide a stable foundation for your business
processes, reports, and analytics.

Enabling Strategic Information Management Through Data Quality

Exceeding Expectations Through Focused
Data Migration Strategies
Developing a foundation for strategic information management (SIM) means exceeding expectations in your data migration
strategy. Attaining data quality excellence requires managing the synchronization between your business process
design specifications and their related
data definitions.
Data migration efforts are often characterized by observations like: “It’s just data.”
“Let’s cross our fingers and hope it loads.”
“We can fix it after the software is live.” Yet,
data migration is a significant risk factor
for any software implementation project.
The message from an analysis conducted by Bloor in 2011 is clear: data migration can be successfully achieved with a
low risk of time and cost overruns provided
that best practices are adopted.1
Data migration is often not treated seriously, nor is it well understood. Project
teams are confounded through a combination of inexperienced staff, short timelines, and poorly defined responsibilities.
These issues and others frequently result
in a divergence between data process
designs and their related data definitions.
The immediate impact is poor data quality;
the end result is disordered business processes and reports and analytics of doubtful reliability.
Achieving a high level of quality in your
productive master-data set requires a
focused strategy and methodology. Team
organization, knowledge acquisition, development and evolution management of
macro- and micro-object level rules, data

validation, and data reconciliation all play
important roles in preparing your master
data to support your enterprise when the
solution goes live. It is time to apply the
same rigor and discipline in developing the
productive data set as is invested in determining business process design.
Introduction
Strategic information management (SIM)
is a business intelligence (BI) strategy
driven by corporate requirements, which
also serves as an approach for managing
enterprise data.
To meet the strategic needs of the
business, SIM has shifted away from the
department-level reporting paradigm to
focus BI on the strategic needs of the corporation. Starting from the top of the organization and working down, SIM builds an
information infrastructure that focuses
on areas like BI governance, master-data
management, analytics, and data migration. Once in place, the framework can be
cascaded throughout the organization. By
contrast, it is almost impossible for a BI
process that starts at the departmental
level to pull itself into a cohesive whole.
SIM is designed to avoid the disjointed,
overlapping silos that so often characterize
the bottom-up BI infrastructure. Bottomup infrastructures are usually populated
with a multitude of functionally similar data
elements, reports, and tools. Such a landscape is neither simple nor sustainable.
This type of structure can lead to multiple

versions of the truth, requiring reconciliation of reports and duplicate data sets.
The cost of maintaining this kind of structure is higher than necessary. To make
matters worse, as more business needs
arise and are met, the complexity and
duplication only increase.
In order to establish SIM as a means
to achieving data integrity and trusted
information, the following data initiatives
must be implemented.
Data standards – Develop data standards for business-critical master-data
elements within the principal master-data
objects, thereby establishing a foundation
for data integrity.
Data migration strategy and
methodology – Implement a data migration methodology to enforce alignment
of business process designs with their
related master-data rule definitions, thus
establishing an accurate, valid, complete
data set when the software goes live.
Identification of business-critical
data elements – Identify the key “to-be”
data elements for business processes,
reporting, and analytics to enable proper
management of the key master data and
prepare it for business when the software
goes live.
Identification of data elements essential to critical business process, reporting, and analytics – Introduce an analysis
of data element requirements to provide
reporting, analytics metrics, and key performance indicators (KPIs) with the data
elements required to monitor and forecast

Achieving a high level of quality in your productive
master-data set requires a focused strategy and
methodology. Team organization, knowledge acquisition, data validation, and data reconciliation all play
important roles.
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internal and external business and
market forces.
Preservation of data integrity for
business-critical data elements – For
global business-critical data elements,
oversee the creation and change processes
to maintain validity, accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of the data; for regional
business-critical data elements, provide
a steady-state monitoring function to maintain visibility, validity, accuracy, and completeness of that data.
Data management – Establish a
data management organization through
which your staff can perform effective data
stewardship to preserve the integrity of
business-critical data, thereby sustaining
competitive advantage.
Data Migration Project Planning
The data migration effort should be treated
as a subproject within the overall enterprise resource planning (ERP) project. It
should have its own work stream, its own
budget and resources, its own management team, and its own project planning.
It’s important to have a separate specialized staff who can deal with the complexities and challenges data migration poses.
This allows the data team resources to
dedicate effort to any data quality issues
that may arise in maintaining alignment
between the business process functional
designs and their related data definitions.

Making use of an extract, transform, and
load (ETL) tool for data migration is also
important, providing a solid foundation for
your data conversion effort. A good ETL tool
enhances your ability to provision source
system data, provides a data cleansing
engine, allows you to validate and reconcile your load files, and provides enhanced
loading functionality for your target system.

The Goal – Accurate, Valid, and
Complete Data
Accurate data – Conforms to the data
definitions of the business process design
Valid data – Complies with the data standard
and system configuration
Complete data – Is maintained in accordance
with the business process design

Data Governance
Data governance comprises the policies,
people, and processes put in place to manage and secure the integrity of enterprise
data. In the context of data migration, data
governance provides the organizational
structure and communication processes
to develop and maintain high data quality
during the migration project.
A data governance structure helps
tighten collaboration between the business users of the business process functional design team and the data stewards
of the data migration team. It also facilitates the management of the master-data
rule definitions as they evolve and as the
data is migrated from the source to the
target system.
Project Staffing
Project master-data teams should coordinate with the functional process teams
and include both functional and technical
analysts.

The data migration effort should be treated as
a subproject within the overall ERP project. It
should have its own work stream, its own budget
and resources, its own management team, and
its own project planning.

Business Process and
Master-Data Synthesis
Your business process designs and related
master-data definitions are interdependent.
One cannot succeed without the other. Any
genuine measurement of success when
going live must include effective business
process designs and accurate, valid, and
complete supporting master data.
Data Migration Fundamentals
The following activities are fundamental
to a successful data migration project.
Engage the business – Assign responsibility to the business for defining business
process requirements and their related
solutions, including the assistance of consultants; receive from the business the data
definitions necessary to support the business process designs.
Plan the project – Organize and staff a
dedicated, full-time data migration team.

Determine the scope of your implementation. What legacy systems do you have that
support similar processes? Determine at
a high level the subject areas, data entities,
and data supported. What SAP® software
functionality is planned? What master and
transactional data objects will be needed?
Get to know your data – Perform a data
quality assessment on your legacy system
data. Make use of a data profiling tool to
gain an early understanding of your data
challenges.
Map the data – Determine where the
data is coming from for all required tables
and fields in the target system and what
must be done to clean or transform it.
Cleanse the data – Correct or remove
corrupt and inaccurate records from the
source system files in your ETL tool; for
source data coming from multiple systems,
match and consolidate to remove duplicate records.
Transform the data – Convert source
data to the target system format for loading using the ETL tool; run appropriate
conversion transformations when necessary as well as data construction.
Manage the evolution of data rules –
Anticipate the possible changes to business process functional designs; monitor
all process design changes for their impact
on the related data definitions (rules).
Validate data before loading – Validate
data before loading into the target system
and check for table-level object relationships, record counts, accuracy of data
transformations, unintended “null” values,
and check-table conformity.

Load the data – Load data into the target
structures using one of the load tools from
SAP: electronic data interchange (information document or “IDoc”), the BAPI®
programming interface, the SAP Legacy
System Migration Workbench tool, a test
workbench using a computer-aided test
tool, batch input, call transaction, or a data
transfer workbench.
Post going-live delta loads – Fully engage
your new business applications to begin
the most intense testing of your data definitions and drive additional changes. Plan
for it, train for it, and manage it.
Provide testing-cycle data – Conduct all
integration and user-acceptance tests using
data loads based on the current data definitions. Keep pace with the changes in process designs and their data definitions that
result from the testing; utilize this important catalyst in increasing data quality.

process data definitions. Adjustments to
data definitions made as a result of design
change must be expected, monitored,
and applied to the data rules to maintain
consistency between the business process
design and the related data definitions.
Anticipating, monitoring, and managing
the changes to data definitions are the art
and science of an effective data migration
methodology.

Data Migration Rules Governance
Methodology

Plan for Your Data Migration
Project

Business process data definitions are
developed in sync with your business process functional specifications in order to
better manage change. Every integrationtest iteration introduces increased business participation, which raises questions
and concerns about the business process
designs. The closer to going live the testing
event is, the greater the business participation. Increased business participation
results in increased change to business
process definitions. Design adjustments
and changes drive changes to business

An effective data migration strategy and
methodology provide a sound foundation
for your business processes, reports, and
analytics and are essential to enabling
strategic information management. Poor
data migration practices will interfere with
achieving your data quality goals and negatively impact your SAP software implementation. The Business Transformation
Services group of SAP Consulting can effectively guide your data migration strategy
and methodology to mitigate this risk.

Learn More
To learn more about how you can plan and carry
out an effective data migration project, contact
your SAP representative today or visit us on
the Web at www.sap.com/services/portfolio
/business-transformation/index.epx.

FOOTNOTE
1. Bloor Research: Philip Howard,
Data Migration – 2011, www.bloorresearch.com
/research/research-report/2107/Data-Migration
-2011.html.
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